Simple Guide to the Quantum
Xrroid Consciousness Interface
What is it?
The Quantum Xrroid Consciousness Interface, or QXCI, is an evoked-potential
biofeedback device that measures electrical parameters of the body (primarily
voltage, amperage, and resistance) and provides reactivity (probability) scores to
over 9,000 natural biological substances at biological speeds (17100th of a second).
The program of the QXCI generates a rapid double-blind test, in which neither the
clinician nor testee can influence the results. The information provided from the
assessment is extremely valuable information targeted at wellness enhancement.

What specific information is given?
The QXCI provides reactivity scores to:
Vitamins, Minerals, Microbes (bacteria, virus, parasite, fungus), Glandular/Organ
tissues, Various Toxins, Emotional/Stress Factors, Hormones, Neurotransmitters,
and much more.

Why have an assessment by the QXCI?
The QXCI can be used by a properly trained clinician to give very specific
suggestions in relation to what nutritional, herbal, and dietary regime is likely to be
the best for your body.

Who developed the device?
It is the culmination of over 20 years of work by former NASA scientist William
Nelson, Ph.D., M.D. Dr. Nelson's background is in biology, mathematics, quantum
physics, statistics, electrical engineering, clinical psychology and, of course, natural
and homeopathic medicine. He is one of the few professors of Homeopathy in the
world. His interest in natural, bio-energetic medicine started with the Apollo 13
project in 1969, at which time he was only 18 years old.
*

What about the therapies?
The QXCI has over 50 biofeedback therapies in which it uses specific electrical
frequencies to enhance wellness by reducing stress. Specifically, it tests areas of
stress and imbalance using EPR (Electrical Physiological Reactivity). Chaotic and
potentially unhealthy frequencies are measured and corrected, thereby encouraging
the body to heal itself. Very important to note is the fact that the QXCI has a built
in mechanism that monitors the testee during the session (it gives and receives
information, called a Cybernetic feedback loop). The constant feedback features
allow the QXCI to change the settings of amplification and frequencies during any
of the therapies to ensure that the needs of the testee are taken into consideration at
all times.

Is it safe?
The QXCI has a certificate of International Medical Device Safety. It has surpassed
all international safety regulations. It is also registered as safe with the National
Institute for Hospital and Medical Engineering of Hungary.

Are there any studies done on the QXCI?
There are hundreds of peer viewed, medical-journal articles published on the QXCI
device. Most can be found in the International Journal of the Medical Science of
Homeopathy, ISSN 1417 0876.

What is involved in the testing procedure?
The procedure is completely non-invasive, and the results are obtained in a matter
of minutes. The client is attached by means of a head harness, ankle straps, and
wrist straps to a small digital box connected externally to the serial port of a laptop
computer. Most people do not consciously feel any sensations during testing or
therapy, but in the relatively rare instances in which some do, the sensation is
subtle, pleasant and relaxing.

What kinds of practitioners use the QXCI?
The QXCI is used throughout the world by Medical Doctors, Chiropractors,
Naturopaths, Nutritionists, Dentists, and many other health professionals.

QXCI QUANTUM XRROID
CONSCIOUSNESS INTERFACE
QXCI stands for Quantum Xrroid Consciousness interface - a state of the art biofeedback
system. During testing, the device resonates with thousands of tissues, organs, nutrients, toxins
and allergens for one hundredth of a second each, and records the degree to which your body
reacts. This type of rapid testing is known as the Xrroid process.
BioResonance or BioFeedback
Every substance, inert or organic, emits its own electromagnetic energy. The highly sophisticated
Quantum QXCI can register the frequencies and then check them against a database. The
frequencies are also checked for compatibility with the subject, when testing food allergies, for
example.

Method of Operation of the Quantum QXCI
The Quantum QXCI scans the patient's body like a virus-scan on a computer, looking for
everything from viruses, deficiencies, weaknesses, allergies, abnormalities and food sensitivities.
It reports on the biological reactivity and resonance in your body and indicates needs,
dysfunctions and vulnerabilities.
The information provided is fundamentally different from X-rays, blood tests, etc..,as it tells us
about the energetic state of your body and the direction in which the body is focusing its energy.
Once it has measured vitamin levels, amino acids, nutrients, food substances, minerals, enzymes,
natural sugars, toxins, hormone levels, muscle tone, disease, bacteria molds, fungi, viruses and
the health and balance of internal organs, it then compares these figures against a "norm".
Basically it shows up anything that is affecting the health. For example, if someone has digestive
trouble, the Quantum QXCI may show that they had salmonella as a child, which is still
causing them problems.
Quantum BioEnergy Balancer
The QXCI is more than just a bio-energy evaluation tool. There are so many programs on the
Quantum QXCI, which after measuring the body's frequencies, also feeds back its own
frequencies to redress or neutralise destructive wave patterns. In some cases it may add
frequency, in others reverse it to either enhance or counteract the body's own resonances
The Quantum QXCI measures the body's resonance/reactance pattern and determines what
benefit has occurred in the time period since the last measurement (less than a second earlier). If
there has not been an improvement, the input resonance is altered. It maintains each beneficial
setting as long as it is helping and changes it as soon as it is no longer useful.
In addition, the Quantum QXCI is more than that. It can also be used to measure mental
frequencies and map out a patient's psychic and emotional state, indicating personality traits such
as a tendency to worry, which obviously impact on health.

QXCI Technology is Based on Decades of Research

The accuracy and reliability of the QXCI bio-resonance system is based on decades of research
conducted in the field of bio-energetic and bio-response medicine ( EDS - electro-dermal
screening, Voll Meters, Vega, Mora, etc.) Science has shown us that the body is indeed electric;
therefore electrical reactivity in the body can be measured via responses to impedance,
amperage, voltage, capacitance, inductance and frequencies. The device measures sixteen
standard electrical parameters of the body beyond just simple resistance. This makes the QXCI
unique. Most standard point and probe devices (Voll Meters, etc.) only measure resistance.
Trivector resonant frequencies (a mathematical calculation of the relationship between
voltage, amperage and resistance) of substances are compared to the trivector resonant
frequencies of your client. This results in the best energetic medicine analysis possible.

Obtain a response to nearly 7000 compounds in minutes! Rapidly scan for bioenergetic imbalances.
Food Sensitivities
Nutrition
Vitamin Deficiencies
Toxicities Hormone
Levels Dental Nosodes
Virus and Bacteria
Environmental Factors
Fungi and Parasites

QXCI Eliminates Operator Bias

The computer establishes a cybernetic feedback connection (a handshake) with the
patient/client in order to guide the therapy regime. This ensures that the only person in charge
of the duration of settings of the therapy is the patient/client themselves. This eliminates the
possibility of the therapist unconsciously affecting the therapy. Less sophisticated Electrodermal Screening devices, costing up to $12,000.00 require the operator to touch the subject
and to apply a metal probe onto certain acupuncture points and then interpret the results. This
can often lead to subconscious operator contamination of the readings. This possibility is
eliminated with the QXCI.
Constant Feedback

Unlike any other therapy device on the market, the QXCI has a built in mechanism that
monitors the subject during the session. This ensures the individuality of each test and
therapeutic session.
The handshake and constant feedback features allow the QXCI to change the settings of
amplification and frequencies during any of the therapies to ensure that the needs of the subject
are taken into consideration at all times. This allows the device to cease therapy automatically
as soon as the subjects reactions show that maximum effectiveness has been achieved; thus
providing maximum safety.

